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Only enforcing the law will save the tiger
By Praveen Bhargav

I

s amendment of the Wildlife Protection Act a solution to effectively address
the challenges posed by tiger poaching? Focusing on stronger enforcement by
fortifying the foundations of frontline protection and investigation mechanisms is a
far greater priority than amending the law.
Union Minister for Environment
Jairam Ramesh in response to the tiger
crisis has outlined two action points to
address the challenge of poaching —
amending the Wildlife Protection Act
(WLPA) and strengthening the Wildlife
Crime Control Bureau (WCCB). Are these
the measures that we need to control
poaching? Perhaps not.
First, amending the law and increasing
penalties are unlikely to deter poachers if
enforcement on the ground continues to be
weak. The existing penalties provided in the
WLPA for hunting in a tiger reserve are not
inadequate — the minimum imprisonment
on first conviction is three years but can extend to seven years.

The minimum fine is Rs 50,000 which
can extend to Rs 2 lakh. For a second conviction, the imprisonment is not less than
seven years, together with a minimum fine
of Rs 2 lakh which can extend to Rs 5 lakh.
Let alone a poacher, even an abettor faces
such a strong penalty.
But, what is the conviction rate? To date
only a few high profile cases have resulted
in full sentences. Increasing the penalty
alone may not make a difference unless
enforcement mechanisms at state level are
strengthened. Entrenched illegal wildlife
syndicates use determined criminals who
are deterred, not by increased penalties as
much as by strong enforcement.
Second, the WLPA has a complete chapter on forfeiture of property derived from
illegal hunting and trade. For the provisions of this chapter to be effectively enforced, a competent authority, an administrator and an appellate tribunal require to
be constituted. However, six years after enactment, hardly any of the tiger states have
moved to establish the prescribed mechanisms. As a direct consequence, the process

of law to effectuate attachment of property of notorious wildlife traders cannot even
be set in motion due to non-implementation of existing provisions.
Third, strengthening the WCCB may be
useful for dissemination of collated information on wildlife crime and for interface
with international agencies tracking the illegal wildlife trade. However, real time primary intelligence to prevent illegal hunting

requires to be developed and acted upon at
field level.
It is in this context that a proactive approach of preventing illegal hunting must be
accorded very high priority. The discourse
on wildlife crime has often thrown up ideas
of Central forces and agencies to exclusively fight the menace. While this may be necessary in insurgency ridden reserves or for
dealing with investigation of cases having
national/ international ramifications, it may
not be a practical strategy under our present constitutional framework.
Broadly two approaches may be necessary — one for dealing with poaching in
tiger reserve states where the law and order situation is satisfactory and a stronger
approach for reserves that are either under severe pressure or overrun by armed
insurgents.
For the first category, strengthening of
protection and patrol mechanisms at state
level must be immediately addressed. The
core issue of poor working conditions of
frontline field staff, the lack of recruitment resulting in severe staff shortage and the age-

ing of the force has been the subject of con- fuse the necessary wildlife knowledge.
siderable debate. And yet this fundamental
The lack of wildlife forensic facilities is
task is not being adequately tackled, leaving another major problem in effectively securmany reserves practically unguarded.
ing convictions of wildlife criminals. Infrastructure and resources on wildlife forenInvestigation & prosecution
sics is woefully inadequate with just one
While prevention of poaching is indeed the major specialised resource at the Wildlife
desired goal, even the best protection ma- Institute of India in Dehradun. Therefore,
chinery cannot completely eliminate poach- establishing a wildlife forensic laboratory in
ing. Such wildlife crimes must be thorough- every state would be extremely important.
Finally, to tackle the growing problem of
ly investigated and perpetrators prosecuted.
This will not only increase deterrence but reserves overrun by armed insurgents in
states where the law and order has practialso indirectly lead to prevention.
At present such a mechanism is either cally collapsed, a highly trained Tiger Pronon-existent in many states or is in serious tection Force (TPF) can be raised for dedisarray. The already short staffed protec- ployment in identified reserves. The TPF
tion units of the forest department who must be placed under the command of
are not trained in investigation and prose- field directors of the tiger reserves and recution cannot be burdened with this re- main deployed till normalcy is restored.
Right now, focusing on fortifying the
sponsibility any longer.
A comprehensive solution lies in the cre- foundations of frontline protection and ination of a specialised wildlife crime investi- vestigation mechanisms is a far greater prigation cell in every state under the crime ority than amending the penal provisions of
branch. This cell can be structured as an the WLPA.
elite investigation unit with a small comple- (The writer is a member of the National
ment of forest officials on deputation to in- Board for Wildlife)

AIDS vaccine
shows some success in trials
RV 144, tested in Thailand, was designed to combat a most common strain of the virus
By Donald G Mcneil Jr

A

new AIDS vaccine tested on more than
16,000 volunteers in Thailand has protected a significant minority against infection — the first time any vaccine against the disease has even partly succeeded in a clinical trial.
Scientists said they were delighted but puzzled by the result. The vaccine — a combination
of two genetically engineered vaccines, neither
of which had worked before in humans — protected too few people to be declared an unqualified success. And the researchers do not
know why it worked.
“I don’t want to use a word like ‘breakthrough,’but I don’t think there’s any doubt that
this is a very important result,” said Dr Anthony S Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which is one of
the trial’s backers.
“For more than 20 years now, vaccine trials
have essentially been failures,” he went on.
“Now it’s like we were groping down an unlit
path, and a door has been opened. We can
start asking some very important questions.”
Results of the trial of the vaccine, known as RV
144, were released at 2 am eastern time on Thursday in Thailand by the partners that ran the trial, by far the largest of an AIDS vaccine: the
United States Army, the Thai ministry of public
health, Dr Fauci’s institute, and the patent-holders in the two parts of the vaccine, Sanofi-Pasteur
and Global Solutions for Infectious Diseases.
Col Jerome H Kim, a physician who is manager of the army’s HIV vaccine programme,
said half the 16,402 volunteers were given six
doses of two vaccines in 2006 and half were given placebos. They then got regular tests for the
AIDS virus for three years. Of those who got
placebos, 74 became infected, while only 51 of
those who got the vaccines did.
Although the difference was small, Dr Kim
said it was statistically significant and meant the
vaccine was 31.2 per cent effective.
A beginning
Dr Fauci said that scientists would seldom consider licensing a vaccine less than 70 or 80 per
cent effective, but he added, “If you have a
product that’s even a little bit protective, you
want to look at the blood samples and figure out
what particular response was effective and direct research from there.”
The most confusing aspect of the trial, Dr
Kim said, was that everyone who did become infected developed roughly the same amount of
virus in their blood whether they got the vaccine
or a placebo.
Normally, any vaccine that gives only partial
protection — a mismatched flu shot, for example — at least lowers the viral load.
That suggests that RV 144 does not produce
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counter to traditional ideas of
a healthy breakfast.”
The essential components
of healthy breakfast are carbohydrates, fat, protein, vitamins
and minerals, water and fibre.
Gu insists that the three
drinks provide it all.
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doctor away
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thought, suggests a new study.
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suggests a link between cancer
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marked improvements in resWriting about their work in
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the journal ‘Genome Research’, the researchers say
that gene mutations that once
helped humans survive may
increase the possibility for diseases, including cancer.
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They came to this conclumilk shake and herbal tea may sion after studying mutations
be a good replacement for a
in the genome of the mitochonheavy breakfast, the study
dria, a part of every cell responclaims. These three drinks ap- sible for energy production
parently provide everything
that is passed exclusively from
needed in the morning for en- mothers to their children.
ergy, nutrition and hydration.
The mitochondria are esGu Linong, Peking Universi- sential to every cell’s survival
ty People’s Hospital, said:
and our ability to perform the
“This combination has a scien- functions of living.
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BRAVING THE VIRUS In this Aug 15, 2000, photo, Katin Kethsamrau, left, and Angsana Suyata stand together at the Human Development
Foundation in Bangkok, Thailand. Both were infected with the AIDS virus at birth. NYT

neutralising antibodies, as most vaccines do, Dr
Fauci said. Antibodies are long Y-shaped proteins formed by the body that clump onto invading viruses, blocking the surface spikes with
which they attach to cells and flagging them for
destruction.
Instead, he theorised, it might produce ‘binding antibodies’, which latch onto and empower
effector cells, a type of white blood cell attacking the virus.
Whatever the vaccine does, he said, it does
not seem to mimic the defences of the rare individuals known to AIDS doctors as ‘long-term
nonprogressors,’ who do not get sick even
though they are infected. They have low viral
loads because they block reproduction in some
way that is still mysterious.
“If we knew what immune response did it,
we’d be able to be a lot more efficient in targeting it,” Dr Kim said.
Also, the RV 144 tested in Thailand was designed to combat the most common strain of
the virus circulating in Southeast Asia. Different strains circulate in Africa, the US and elsewhere, and it is not clear that the vaccine would
have similar results, even in modified form.

The thousands of Thais chosen were a crosssection of the Thai young adult population, not
just high-risk groups like drug injectors or sex
workers, Dr Kim said.
One of the substances that were combined to
make RV 144 is Alvac-HIV, from Sanofi-Pasteur,
a canarypox virus with three AIDS virus genes
grafted onto it. Variations of Alvac were tested in
France, Thailand, Uganda and the US; it was
found safe but generated little immune response.
Earlier experiments
The other, Aidsvax, was originally made by
Genentech and is an engineered version of a
protein found on the surface of the AIDS virus;
it is grown in a broth of hamster ovary cells.
It was tested in Thai drug users in 2003
and also in gay men in North America and
Europe; it did not protect them against infection, and Genentech spun off the rights to develop the vaccine.
In 2007, two trials of a Merck vaccine in
about 4,000 people were stopped early; it not
only failed to work but for some men seemed to
increase the risk of infection.
Combining Alvac and Aidsvax was a hunch

by scientists: If one was designed to create antibodies and the other to alert white blood cells,
might they work together even if neither
worked alone?
Mitchell Warren, executive director of AVAC,
the AIDS Vaccine Advocacy Coalition, which
pushes for vaccines and other forms of prevention, was enthusiastic about the trial data.
“Wow,”he said. “This is a hugely exciting and,
frankly, unexpected result. It changes our thinking in ways we hadn’t anticipated.”
“We often talk about whether a vaccine is
even possible,” he added. “This is not the vaccine that ends the epidemic and says, ‘OK, let’s
move on to something else’. But it’s a fabulous
new step that takes us in a new direction.”
Warren said the finding showed the need for
large human trials, expensive as they are. Studies in mice and monkeys have not been good at
predicting what would work in people, and
small human trials in which researchers test
results by looking for antibodies in blood have
limited value.
Dr Fauci agreed. “This is not the endgame,”
he said. “This is the beginning.”
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A strategy shift in Afghan war?
By Peter Baker and Elisabeth Bumiller

P

resident Barack Obama is exploring alternatives to a major troop increase in
Afghanistan, including a plan advocated
by Vice President Joe Biden to scale back American forces and focus more on rooting out alQaeda there and in Pakistan.
The options under review are part of what
administration officials described as a wholesale reconsideration of a strategy the president announced with fanfare just six months
ago. Two new intelligence reports are being
conducted to evaluate Afghanistan and Pakistan, one official said.
The sweeping reassessment has been
prompted by deteriorating conditions on the
ground, the messy and still unsettled outcome
of the Afghan elections and a dire report by
Obama’s new commander, Gen Stanley A McChrystal. Aides said the president wants to examine whether the strategy he unveiled in
March was still the best approach and whether
it could work with the extra combat forces Mc-

CMYK

Chrystal wants.
In looking at other options, aides said Obama
may just be testing assumptions — and assuring
liberals in his own party that he is not rushing
into a further expansion of the war — before ultimately agreeing to the anticipated troop request from McChrystal. But the review suggests the president is having second thoughts
about how deeply to engage in an intractable
eight-year conflict that is not going well.
Though Obama believes a stable Afghanistan
is central to the security of the United States,
some advisers said he is also wary of becoming
trapped in an overseas quagmire. Some Pentagon officials worry that he is having what they
called ‘buyer’s remorse’after ordering an extra
21,000 troops there within weeks of taking office before even settling on a strategy.
Obama met in the Situation Room with his top
advisers on Sept 13 to begin chewing through the
situation, said officials involved in the debate.
Among those on hand were Biden, defence secretary Robert M Gates, secretary of state Hillary
Rodham Clinton, James L Jones, the national se-

curity adviser, and Admiral Mike Mullen, the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
They reached no consensus, so three or four
more such meetings are being scheduled.
“There are a lot of competing views,” said one
official who, like others in this article, requested anonymity to discuss internal administration
deliberations.
Alternatives
Among the alternatives being presented to Obama is Biden’s suggestion to revamp the strategy altogether. Instead of increasing troops, officials said Biden has proposed scaling back the
overall American military presence. Rather
than trying to protect the Afghan population
from the Taliban, American forces would concentrate on strikes against Qaeda cells, primarily in Pakistan, using special forces, Predator
missile attacks and other surgical tactics.
The Americans would accelerate training
of Afghan forces and provide support as they
take the lead against the Taliban. But the emphasis would shift to Pakistan. Biden has often

said that the US spends something like $30 in
Afghanistan for every $1 in Pakistan, even
though in his view the main threat to American
national security interests is in Pakistan.
Obama rejected Biden’s approach in March,
and it is not clear that it has more traction this
time. But the fact that is on the table again
speaks to the breadth of the administration’s review and the evolving views inside the White
House of what has worked in the region and
what has not. In recent days, officials have expressed satisfaction with the results of their cooperation with Pakistan in hunting down Qaeda figures in the unforgiving border lands.
A shift from a counterinsurgency strategy to
a focus on counterterrorism would turn the administration’s current theory on its head. The
strategy Obama adopted in March concluded
that to defeat al-Qaeda, the US needs to keep
the Taliban from returning to power in
Afghanistan and making it a safe haven once
again for Osama bin Laden’s network. Biden’s
position questions that assumption.
International Herald Tribune
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